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Abstract
Context modeling helps understand the data, such
as sentence or user behavior. Contextual information captures the important underlying feature, and
it enhances the relationship between data instances
or hidden representations. As the importance of
the sequential model grows, so does the importance
of the sequential contextual modeling. Under the
sequential data, we need to consider the context
change over time. In this paper, we present our research works on context modeling and its dynamics modeling over time. Furthermore, we extend
our research to handle the multi-granularity of sequential context modeling to consider rich context
representations.
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Figure 1: The structure of the thesis. We have focused on context
modeling (NIPEN) and its application to sequential data (Bivariate
Beta-LSTM) with a flexible and correlated gate structure. Besides,
we propose the hierarchical sequential context modeling, HCRNN,
which capture the context with different level of abstract to represent
the richer context.

Introduction

The context denotes the generally related thought of the
event, and it can be defined on the sentence user’s behavior.
The context modeling helps us to discover the clear meaning
of the sentence or understand the user’s behavior. The recent
statistical model has enabled us to capture the diverse context. We can model the context of sentence or user’s behavior
with the probabilistic graphical model (PGM), and represent
the context on the latent space. For example, Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) model the generative process of documents
with the context, topic proportion of each document [Blei et
al., 2003]. Besides, [Gerrish and Blei, 2012] introduces a
generative process of lawmaker’s voting with the context of
user behavior.
Recently, the importance of sequential modeling has increased, and it is necessary to handle the context of sequential data. For sentence modeling, there are many kinds of
research to incorporate the inductive bias of sequential order
such as RNN, and Transformer. For sequential user behavior, movie and music streaming services have interested in
recommending the next item, which users will click at the
right time. Context modeling is helpful to predict the next
words or the user’s next behavior in the sequence. However,
static context modeling is not enough to reflect the context
changes in the sentence or user’s sequential behavior. We
need to handle the dynamics of context to understand the sequential data deeply. Besides, hierarchical sequential context
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modeling is necessary to capture a more diverse context and
represent the relationship between data or hidden representations with sequential information. Figure 1 visualize our
propose three models in this thesis, context modeling which
consider the relationship between user and sentence (NIPEN)
[Song et al., 2018], sequential context modeling which handle the correlations between words (Bivariate Beta-LSTM)
[Song et al., 2020], and hierarchical sequential context modeling (HCRNN) [Song et al., 2019].

2

Contributions

We have focused on context modeling and its application to
the sequential data to understand the sentence and user’s behavior deeply with hierarchical context modeling.
First, we have focused on static context modeling of sentence and user behavior. We investigate the static context
on the legislative roll-call data because legislative processes
have both contents of bill (sentence) and quantitative record
of legislator’s voting (user behavior). Under the legislative
processes, it is challenging to consider the context of the bill
(contents) and the contents of the legislator (ideal point) simultaneously. To solve the issue, we assume that contents
and ideal points are composed of several topics and the probability of voting YEA increases proportionally to the conformity of the topic of bill and legislator’s ideal point for each
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topic. Under the assumption, we proposed the Neural Ideal
Point Model (NIPEN) [Song et al., 2018], which model each
context of sentence and user behavior. With NIPEN, we can
understand and interpret the sentence and user behavior itself
and the results of legislative voting, which is an interaction
between document and user.
Second, we focused on the sequential context of the sentence. The sentence is composed of words, and some words
are correlated positively or negatively. We determine the
meaning of the sentence by composing appropriate words
with proper weight, which represents the level of correlation.
It is challenging to handle the correlation on the sequential
data and most traditional model lack of explicit correlation
modeling. The traditional gate structure handles the correlation implicitly, and their gate value does not represent the
value between 0 and 1 flexibly. We improved the traditional
model by modeling the correlated input and forget gate based
on the bi-variate Beta distribution, which represents the values between 0 and 1 flexibly and correlation [Song et al.,
2020]. Under the flexible correlated gate structure, our proposed model, Bivariate Beta-LSTM, determines the level of
composition between words, understand the meaning of sentences efficiently.
Third, we focused on the context of user behavior history
with hierarchical context modeling. User history is a sequence of user’s actions such as clicks or skips. With user
history, music, and video streaming services want to recommend appropriate items to the user. To recommend an item
that the user wants, we need to reflect the user’s context (interest), and the user’s long history might have a more diverse
context than that of the sentence. We divide these user’s context into a global context for the entire sequence of user’s action, the local context for sub-sequence, and temporary context for the current time, which are composed hierarchically.
In short, we need to model hierarchical user’s context modeling, and its dynamics to consider the user’s long history well.
To address the issue, we proposed the Hierarchical Context
enabled Recurrent Neural Network (HCRNN), which handles
the sequential hierarchical context [Song et al., 2019], different from LSTM. HCRNN incorporate the topic modeling
and memory network for global context and utilize attention
mechanism to attend related global context to the current subsequence. Besides, we model the temporary context, current
interest, with the local context and the recent user behavior.
Additionally, we introduce an interest drift gate, which controls the sequential changes in each context.

3

Ongoing Work

Sequential context modeling is still challenging to understand
user behavior and sentence deeply. For sequential modeling
of user behavior and sentence, Transformer based on selfattention and positional encoding shows the remarkable performance. However, most of the related works do not incorporate the context explicitly into the attention and positional
encoding.
First, we extend the self-attention modeling into the PGM
to incorporate the context of the sentence. Traditional multihead self-attention handles each multi-head independently.
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However, each head needs to attend different parts to handle the diverse context of sentences and similar parts in the
opposite case. Under the PGM, we propose generalized attention, which incorporates the relationship and context between multi-heads. Under the flexible attention module, we
can understand the given sentence in detail.
Second, we incorporate the property of user behavior into
the positional encoding. Traditional positional doesn’t consider the context of the user’s behavior pattern, and we can
improve it by incorporating the stationary pattern for the entire time or locally fixed time. We can understand the user’s
sequential behavior if we incorporate the user’s stationary and
locally stationary property. We propose a novel time encoding with the kernel method [Williams and Rasmussen, 2006],
which reflects the locally-stationary property of the user’s behavior.

4

Conclusions and Future Work

Context modeling helps us to understand user behavior and
sentence deeply. We have proposed context modeling and its
application to sequential modeling with a hierarchical structure to capture the diverse context of sentence and user behavior. As our future works, we will propose a multi-granularity
attention mechanism that improves the traditional attention,
which only compares the pair-wise component to compute
the attention. We can generalize the pair-wise based traditional attention with multi-granularity attention, which computes attention with n-wise (n=2,3,...). Multi-granularity attention is the generalized version of traditional attention, and
it can reflect a more rich context accurately.
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